Industrial Strategy
Building a Britain fit for the future

Industrial Strategy Overview
• A long term plan to boost productivity and earning
power of people throughout the UK

• We are building a Britain fit for the future – helping
businesses create better, higher-paying jobs in every
part of the UK with investment in the skills, industries
and infrastructure of the future
• By planning for a rapidly changing future, we can shape
new markets and build the UK's competitive advantage
as well as improve the quality of our everyday lives
• Result of comprehensive engagement and consultation

Five Foundations
We will focus on the five foundations of productivity:

• Ideas - the world’s most innovative economy

• People - good jobs and greater earning power for all
• Infrastructure - major upgrade to the UK’s infrastructure
• Business Environment - the best place to start and grow a
business
• Places - prosperous communities across the UK

Ideas

Key Policies:
Innovation is about
new ideas, new ways
of doing things, new
goods and services
and new technologies
that are central to
driving productivity and
is therefore one of the
five key drivers of this
modern Industrial
Strategy.

Raising total research and development
investment to 2.4% pf GDP by 2027

Increasing the rate of the R&D tax credit to
12%

Investing £725m in new Industrial Strategy
Challenge Fund programmes to capture the
value of innovation

People

Key Policies:
We need to embed a
culture of career-long
learning, so as to give
people the opportunity
to adapt, learn new
skills and grow their
earning power
throughout their
working lives.

Establish a technical education system that
rivals the best in the world, to stand alongside
our world-class higher education system

Invest an additional £406m in maths, digital
and technical education, helping to address
the shortage of science, technology,
engineering and maths (STEM) skills

Create a new National Retraining Scheme that
supports people to re-skill, beginning with a
£64m investment for digital and construction
training

Infrastructure

Key Policies:
We are committed to
providing high quality
infrastructure to
support economic
growth and prosperity
across all regions of
the UK and will ensure
our investments
actively support our
long-term productivity

Increase the National Productivity Investment
Fund to £31bn, supporting investments in
transport, housing and digital infrastructure

Support electric vehicles through £400m
charging infrastructure and an extra £100m
to extend the plug-in car grant

Boost our digital infrastructure with over £1bn of
public investment, including £176m for 5G and
£200m for local areas to encourage roll out of
full-fibre networks

Business Environment

Key Policies:
Our Industrial Strategy
aims to make Britain
the best place to start
and grow a business,
and a global draw for
the most innovative
companies. Our
challenge is to improve
how we spread the
best practice of our
most productive
companies to less
productive ones.

Launch and roll out Sector Deals - partnerships
between government and industry .The first Sector
Deals are in life sciences, construction, artificial
intelligence and the automotive sector.
Drive over £20bn of investment in innovative and
high potential businesses, including through
establishing a new £2.5bn Investment Fund,
incubated in the British Business Bank.

A review of what actions could be most effective in
improving productivity of SMEs, including how to
address the ‘long tail’ of less productive businesses

Places

Key Policies:
Every region in the UK
has a role to play in
boosting the national
economy, driven by
local leadership and
ambitious visions for
the future. Our cities,
towns and rural areas
have comparative
advantages that will
essential to shaping
our economic future.

Agree Local Industrial Strategies that build on
local strengths and deliver on economic
opportunities

Creating a new Transforming Cities fund that
will provide £1.7bn for intra-city transport.
This will fund projects and drive productivity
by improving connections within regions

Providing £42m to pilot a Teacher Development
Premium

Grand Challenges
We will set Grand Challenges to put the United Kingdom
at the forefront of the industries of the future

AI & Data
Economy
• Putting the UK at
the forefront of
the artificial
intelligence and
data revolution

Future of
Mobility
• Become a world
leader in the way
people, goods
and services
more

Clean Growth
• Maximising the
advantages of
UK industry from
the global shift
to clean growth

Ageing Society
• Harnessing the
power of
innovation to
help meet the
needs of an
ageing society

The challenges will
direct the focus of
Government and engage
the private sector to
ensure we take
advantage of major
global trends, improve
people’s lives and the
country’s productivity

Sector Deals
Life Sciences
• Over £1.5bn co-investment in longterm medical challenges and early
diagnostics and precision medicine
• Accelerate approval for clinical trials
and a Digital Health Catalyst to help
SMEs work with NHS to develop new
tech
This Life Sciences Sector Deal … represents a significant change in both
pace and culture … that can lead to the discovery and implementation
of novel innovations for healthcare
Sir John Bell, Regius Professor University of Oxford

Creative Industries
• £150m joint investments, including a
Cultural Development Fund to support
creative clusters across the UK
• Industry-led creative careers
programme to reach 600,000 students
and development of new
apprenticeship standards
This breakthrough deal represents a huge vote of confidence in our
creative industries to continue to deliver the world class economic
performance and workforce that the UK needs.
Nicola Mendelsohn, VP Facebook

Automotive
• Co-investment in the next generation
of electric and connected and
autonomous vehicles
• Ambition for 50% UK suppliers as part
of programme to improve the
competitiveness of UK supply chain
The deal strengthens our long-standing partnership with
government to keep the UK at the forefront of electric, connected
and autonomous vehicles
Mike Hawes, Chief Executive SMMT

Artificial Intelligence
• £1bn co-investment in innovation such
as Govtech, next generation services
and AI in extreme environments
• Actions to increase data availability
and boost high level skills

The sector’s formal inclusion in the industrial strategy [is] crucial to
a thriving production industry in the UK.
Josh Berger, President Warner Brothers UK

Progress
We have made significant progress since the publication
of the White Paper in November last year.
• Commitment of £1.7bn in the first two waves of the
Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund
• Launch of the Transforming Cities Fund
• Ongoing development of the first three Local Industrial
Strategies
• Announcement of the first four missions – one for each
Grand Challenge
• Publication of the first four sector deals – with the
creative industries, automotive, life sciences, and AI
sectors

Next Steps
• This the start of our partnership. We will use the
framework set out in this strategy to work with industry,
academia and civil society over the years ahead to build
on the UK’s strengths, make more of our untapped
potential and create a more productive economy that
works for everyone across the UK.
• There are lots of ways to get involved. The White Paper
set out the framework for delivery and we are now
implementing the policies set out, including Grand
Challenges, Local Industrial Strategies and Sector
Deals.

